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Alan Stearns <alan@rrct.org>

Briefing for Select Board: Proposed town acquisition of 2018 RRCT parcel at
Knight's Pond Preserve 
1 message

Alan Stearns <alan@rrct.org> Sun, Feb 21, 2021 at 12:08 PM
To: Rosemary Roy <manager@northyarmouth.org>, Robert Abbott <irobertabbott@gmail.com>, Draven Walker
<dwalker@northyarmouth.org>, Robert Wood <robwood717@gmail.com>, Adam Pereira <adam@rrct.org>

To:   Select Board, Town of North Yarmouth
via:   Rosemary Roy, Town Manager, by email
cc:   North Yarmouth Parks & Recreation Committee, via Bob Abbott, Chair, by email

It would be my pleasure to brief the Select Board at an upcoming meeting, perhaps March 2nd, in advance of a
suggested warrant article for the April 24th Town Meeting. Rosemary and I have had recent conversations, and will
continue preparation and coordination prior to any meeting.

The issue at hand is a proposal from my organization, the Royal River Conservation Trust (RRCT), to transfer (sell) to the
Town of North Yarmouth RRCT's ownership of one parcel that today is promoted and managed as part of the Knight's
Pond Preserve. The RRCT parcel, acquired by RRCT in 2018, is sometimes known as "Baston Forest" or "formerly
Baston" honoring the previous owners Dick Baston and his family.   

The larger issue is the break-through emerging opportunities for trail connectivity in North Yarmouth, specifically emerging
direct connections between village trail networks and the growing 300-acre Knight's Pond Preserve with its remarkable
habitat, ecology, and recreation. Today's email does not include a briefing on various other pieces of the puzzle about
which the Select Board is aware, but which may or may not be ripe for April Town Meeting, and which do not directly
involve RRCT.  RRCT would coordinate with the Town on any Town Meeting briefing or presentation, for clarity and vision.

The proposed sale of the 2018 RRCT parcel to the Town has the recent unanimous support of the Town's Parks &
Recreation Committee, with various town staff present and participating.  My understanding is that the proposed sale
needs the express support of the Select Board before moving to Town Meeting for final authority by warrant article. I first
briefed the Select Board by email on May 4th, 2018, of the intended transaction following years of informal consultation
and planning.  We all agreed to wait on action on the planned sale, pending the now-emerging conservation and trail
connection on the abutting parcel, formerly Smith, currently Grover, aka "Phase II" of Village View.  

Attached is a map which illustrates the various parcels. The 2018 RRCT parcel (proposed sale to Town) is roughly nine
acres, including associated trail rights crossing CMP, and crossing one residential lot, reaching the boundary with the
Grover "Phase II" parcels.  

You may recall that most of the conservation land at Knight's Pond Preserve is owned by either the Town of North
Yarmouth or the Town of Cumberland.  RRCT acquired the Baston Forest parcel in 2018 partly to seize the opportunity
with RRCT's strong history of partnership with the Town of North Yarmouth, and partly to avoid any possible appearance
of conflict of interest between the Baston family and the Town of North Yarmouth.  The time is now ripe for ownership by
the Town of North Yarmouth,for consolidated land management of the various current and planned parcels at Knight's
Pond Preserve.  Irrespective of the precise schedule of Grover "Phase II," the time is ripe to begin consolidation.  

RRCT's out-of-pocket expenses for the 2018 RRCT acquisition were $40,465.00 (nine acres plus access). This includes
the purchase price, legal fees, and closing costs.  It does not include staff time, fundraising costs, land management
costs, or other ancillary costs. RRCT proposes to sell the parcel to the Town of North Yarmouth for $40,465.00.  RRCT
will absorb the simple costs of deed preparation for the Town's review, and expenses toward closing.  The Town of North
Yarmouth might choose to engage counsel for document review, and might need to pay the most minor expense of
recording the final deed.  If the town requires a contract of sale, that contract might be most simply drafted by the Town at
the Town's expense; a simple closing statement drafted by RRCT at RRCT's expense might suffice. RRCT will provide
the town with RRCT's 2018 title insurance policy showing clean title (and note access rights, below).  Further title review
or title insurance -- if any -- would come at the Town's expense.

While RRCT does not suggest that RRCT income from the sale be expressly conditioned or directed, the Town should
know that RRCT recently acquired an option to acquire a $31,000 parcel in the Town of North Yarmouth (northeast side of
town), abutting/enhancing existing conservation land.  With associated legal, survey, closing, and land management costs
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of that northeast-side-of-town parcel, the two transactions are a clear win for conservation momentum in the Town of
North Yarmouth.  Additionally, RRCT is working with the land trust in Cumberland to continue to expand the Knight's Pond
Preserve in Cumberland.  

While RRCT has retained a conservation easement on many of the parcels it has helped acquire for the Town of North
Yarmouth over many decades, including existing Town of North Yarmouth ownership at Knight's Pond (the 2015 LMF
acquisition), we propose a more simple approach for this 2018 RRCT parcel due to its remote location and relative lack of
threat. Instead, we propose that the deed of sale drafted by RRCT would include a simple deed covenant, enforceable by
RRCT, providing that the 2018 RRCT parcel shall forever be used for conservation and public access.  Awareness of this
planned conservation and public access covenant might best be express in action by the Select Board, and in town
warrant language.  

If asked, RRCT can document its completed extraordinary internal process (super-majority votes and more) prior to
RRCT sale of land. RRCT is strictly attentive to process for any RRCT sale or transfer of conservation land, governed by
RRCT bylaws and more.

Finally, the Town should be aware that deeded-guaranteed access to the 2018 RRCT parcel is limited today from a legal
perspective.

Planned Town acquisition of the "Phase II" open space and trails will greatly solidify deeded-guaranteed
access to the 2018 RRCT parcel.
Existing easements (formerly Baston access rights) across the Phase II parcel deserve note, and possible
extinguishment upon any 2021 closing.  
Planned Town acquisition by donation of the "formerly Smith" pond frontage will solidify deeded-guaranteed
access to the 2018 parcel
Town of Cumberland abutting conservation ownership provides robust practical access, though without
deeded guarantee.
CMP powerlines provide robust practical access, though with deeded guarantee of crossing only, not
access along powerlines.       

I look forward to discussion and successful completion of this next step in the strong collaboration between RRCT and the
Town of North Yarmouth.  

Thanks,

Alan

Alan Stearns, Executive Director
RRCT | P.O. Box 90, 325 Main Street | Yarmouth, ME 04096
www.RRCT.org | Alan@RRCT.org | (207) 215-8315 (cell) 
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